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2.0 Subsystems Acceptance Data
Each of the major subsystems of the Flight Model Thematic
Mapper was reviewed as an entity prior to integration into the
system. The intent of this section is to present for each major
subsystem, acceptance data for the subsystem (test results);
reference lists of the configuration status; and reference lists
of Non-Conforming Material Reports, Failure Reports (with copies),
and Requests for Deviation/Waiver (with copies).
The acceptance data for each subsystem (where applicable)
is contained in the Appendix to this report, as referenced in the
first subsection for each subsystem.
The second subsection for each subsystem contains a tabular
summary of the "as designed" and "as built" configuration lists,
showing all applicable drawings, specifications, or standards.
(An "as built" configuration list for the total system is included
in Volume I and is also included herein immediately following this
page). This is followed by a listing of all items against the
subsystem, with copies of NCRM's, RT's, and RD/W's.
SUMMARY
AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION LIST
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Tha acceptance parforsanca (test) data for tho Multiplexor
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The reported failure mode "Static OCR offset voltage of channel 4 out of
specification", was verified. Also a similar failure was observed on
channel 3. The failure was Isolated to N-channel HOS FET transistors
Q3 and Q4. Shorts between source and gate of both transistors and a
short between source and substrate of Q3 were noted. Internal exaralna-
tlon revealed smearing and scratches on both transistors. Scanning
Electron Microscope examination disclosed holes under the (totalizations
of both transistors.
The primary cause of ths failure 1s believed to be mechanical damage
which caused the shorts either via smeared metal 1zat1on or by scratches
which damaged underlying oslde resulting 1n holes 1n the silicon.












COMPONENT ENGINEERING TECHNICAL COMMENTARY:
MAC hybrid (analog input buffer) Part No. 3905969 was submitted for failure
analysis.
Electrical tests were performed to Specification Number TS 32015-030. Parameters
were within specification requirements, except for offset voltage on channel 3
and 4 which exceeded the maximum limits.
Internal examination revealed scratches and smearing of metalization on N channel
KOS PET transistor Q3 & Q4 and Ql transistor had a defect on a bonded lead.
Electric"! probing confirm that Q3 was shorted from source to gate, source to
substrt** %nd gate to substrate. Q4 was also shorted from the source to the .
gate.
This writer is in agreement with this failure analysis report and its conclusion.
RECOMMENDATIONS:










1. External Visual Examination
2. Particle Impact Noise Test
3. Electrical Test
4. Internal Examination
5. Electrical Probe Measurements
6. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Examination
Results of Analysis:






Hughes Logo Hughes Logo
B2577 B2577
3905969 3905969
SER NO 525 SER NO 525
no anomalies
2. Particle Impact Noise Test.
No loose particles were detected.
3. Electrical Test.
The hybrid was tested in accordance with HAC ANALOG INPUT BUFFER
test specification number TS3Z015-030 for the following parameters:
IKHr RAIN, DC offset, NOISE, 3dB Bandwidth Static DC Restoration
offset voltage and power supply current at +25°C. All the para-
meters measured were within specified limits except for Static
DC Restoration offset voltage of channel 3 and 4 which exceeded
the maximum limits. Static DC Restoration voltages were measured
to be as follows:
Channel 3 ° -684mV should be 0 _+ O.SmV maximum
Channel 4 = +136m» should be 0 jf O.SmV maximum
4. Internal Examination.
Internal examination at magnifications 194X and greater revealed the
following anomalies:
a) Scratches and smearing of metalization on N channel TK3S FET
transistors Q3 and Q4. (See Figures 1 through 5.
b) A lead bonding defect on Ql transistor. (See Figure 6).
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Results of Analysis: (continued)
5. Electrical Probe Measurements.
Electrical probing, combined with circuit Isolation via lifting the
source, drain, and gate leads of N-channel HOS FET transistor
Q3 and Q4 of the substrate Indicated the following:
a) Source to Gate of Q3, channel 3, had a 350 ohm short.
b) Source to Substrate of Q3, channel 3 had a 57.5K ohm short.
c) Gate to Substrate of Q3, channel 3, had a 52.6K ohm short.
d) Source to Gate of Q4, channel 4, had a 600 ohm short.
6. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Examination.
SEM examination after metallzatlon removal disclosed plnholes 1n
tha Source region of 03 and Q4 and a pin hole in the gate bond pad
region of Q3. (See Figures 7 through 11)
Conclusion:
The reported failure mode "Static OCR offset voltage of channel 4 out
of spec." was confirmed. Also the Static DCR offset voltage of channel
3 exceeded the maximum specified limits of OmV ^  O.SmV. The failure
was Isolated to N-channel MOS FET transistors Q3 and Q4, of channel 3
and 4. Electrical probing, combined with Isolation Indicated that the
Source and Gate of both transistors were.shorted. Also.the* Source and
the Substrate of Q3 were shorted. Internal exanlnatlon revealed
scratches on both transistors expedally under the Source and Gate
bond, and 1n the metallzatlon of the Source and Gate
Scanning electron microscope examination after metallzatlon removal
disclosed plnholes 1n the oxide under the metallzatlon of both
transistors.
Analysis disclosed mechanical damage 1n the form of smearing and scratches
1n the metallzatlon. Smearing of the metallzatioa may have caused a
short. The scratches are believed to have damaged the underlying
oxide resulting 1n the plnholes found during SEH examination. One
or more of the plnholes may have also been the cause of a short. The
primary cause of failures 1s believed to be mechanical damage to the
Q3 and Q4 chips.
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Figure No. 1
Sample Mo. 525





Overall view of Q3 transistor





Magnified view of the anomaly
shown In Figure 2.
(1338X)
FAR. NO. 8499





Overall view of ()4 transistor
Arrows point to the scratches
on the chip.
flagnlfled vlea of the aaossaly
shovm In Figure 4.
Figure No. 6
Sample No. Ql
Overall view of Ql transistor chip
Arrow points to lead bond
anomaly.
(285X)
SEM view of Q3 after metal 1;
removal with plnholes Indict
K&UBl&&fe&"iSCf&e
Magnified view of plnhole
shown 1n FigOre 7 Arrow B.
Figure No. 9
Sample No. Q3
Magnified view of the plnholi











SEM view of Q4 transistor efter







Magnified view of the plnhole
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FR SERIAL NO. i A
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This FR addresses an assembly error affecting resistor Rl of circnlt HZ1.!. This
resistor should bo wired from the +5 volt logic supply to various TIL logic inputs.
Due to manufacturing error, a 6.8fl resistor was used instead of 6Gft, tnd instead of
being wirea to the logic inputs it was wired between *5Volts and ground, leaving
the logic inputs open circuit.
This error overheated tha 6.8fl resistor, which was replaced with a proparly ins^ allta,
68H roaistor. So other dioides could hsva been daaaged by this error, ainc« th«t
logic inputs were left open circuited, which is an allowed operating condition. Evei
if the inputs had been erroneously wired to ground they would not hava bean dsasged.
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voltage from going outside the peraiaaiblQ input for Che Analog
wurcipTaser bybridT^ So no overstreaa voltage was app.'Eiad uo any point
flfert &._
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The failure reported hera (excessive gain of ao analog input buffer) affects only tha
output of tha analog input buffer hybird. Tha only sensitive point connected to tha
C
affected output ia tha corresponding analog multipleaar hybird analog input. Thara is
co fcoaslblllc? of dsicagQ to thia input because tha inputs ara designad to withstand
appliod voltagcsa of -2V to -MOV, whereas the analog input buffer hybird incorporaeea
dloda claapa which limit its output voltage range even under single fallura conditions,
to the rango -0.77 to +3.TV.
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•LAQ3L FIRST CONTINUATION SMCET U350 'A*. S8CONO '81. AND SO OJ1
IDSNTtPY EWTRIS3 6V RSP9R8KCINO PR BLOCK NUMS2R IN COUflflM. 8AT8 EACH SNTRY.
ADDITIONAL PR
COMTIMUATtONEwetrrisluafio.
The failurQ reported here (ooise on analog insart buffos outputs) effect only tho
output of eha analog input buffer hybird. The only sessitiva point comacted to the
affected output is cha corresponding ooslog tsultipleser hybird analog insert, there
is >no possibility of damage to this input because cha iaputa are designed to withstand
applied voltaga of -27 to +10V, wfaereaa tha analog inp<s£ buffer hybird incorporataa
dl^dQ_sJUjsasLwhichlij2ilt its output voltaga range QVGH <mdar singla falluga conditiona
to tha ranga -0.7V to +3.77.
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 Input Buffer Hybrid (P/N 3905969)
Failures
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On February 2, 1981 the Product Effectiveness Manager for the TM Program, Mr.
R.J. Wilkerson, and the author of this memo conducted a review of the manufacturing
data for subject hybrids. The purpose of this review was to determine if a generic
failure mode was common to the five hybrids that failed in the multiplexer.
Investigation findings are as follows:
1. Sixty-one hybrid manufacturing records were reviewed.
2. Defects in the manufacturing cycle were random with no
known trend.
3. Thera was not a bonding process problem and all hybrids .
were subjected to 1002 pull test.
4. Four of the five failed hybrids had a history of major
rework/workmanship problems.
5. Unable to locitc a reliability to process/design "roblem
6. All operations on the Quality Hiscory Records were complete
and Air Force concurrence was on all operations and
inspections as required. Some mizor documentation problems
were found, however they had no effect on the hardware.
In addition to the review of the Manufacturing records, as stated above, the
Reliability Organization reviewed the five Failure Reports for subject Hybrids and
their findings are as follows:
1. FR 1935 (S/N 523) and FR 2816 (fi/;: 554).
These Hybrids had excessive gain, s/fl 523 was sent to
Technical Services Division (TSD) for failure analysis.
The failure mode "Excessive Gain" was confirmed. The cause
of the failure was a shorted capacitor due to a scratch
mark on the surface of the Capacitor. (Mechanical damage
to the capacitor oxide caused the short).
2. FR 2812 (S/N 1'25)
This Hybrid failed when the DC level changed in the DC Restore
Circuit. This Hybrid was sent to TSD for analysis. The failure
mode "Static OCR Offset Voltage of Channel 4 out of Specification",
was verified. The failure was dus to shorts between MOS FET









(smearing and scratches) that damaged the underlying
3. FR 1937 (S/N 516)
Sensor 4 of this Hybrid failed the Buffer Limit Test. It was not
sent to TSD for analysis.
FR :a;s (S/N s:o)
Sensor 2 of this Hybrid failed for Excessive Droop,
to TSD for analysis.
It was not sent
After the review of the Failure Reports,Failure Analysis Reports
and Manufacturing History Records for tho above (5) Hybrids, it
has been concluded that there aro occasions when Hybrids have been
delivered with incipent failures that are not recognisable by
Inspection after the units are sealed.
Major rework and workmanship defects were found in the History
Records of four (S/N 516, 5:0. 523 and 525) of ths fiv« Hybrids.
This lends some credanca to a correlation between fnilura mods and
manufacturing difficulitiea.
Conclusions
Analysis erf both tho Product Effectiveness review of tha Manufacturing History
Records and tha Reliability Review of the Failure Reports and their associated Failur
Analysis Reports,the following conclusions have been reached:
1. Asauuing a correlation between rework/workmanship defects. It appears
that latent defects can escape the normal Hybrid In-Process Inspactior
and Test Techniques.
The findings and comments of the Product Effectiveness Investigative
Team was communicated to the responsible Quality Assurance Section
Head who has cognizance over the Hybrid Manufacturing Operation.
At this time contract quunities of subject Hybrids for tha Thematic
Mapper have long been delivered, however the information gained will
be extremely useful for future Thematic Mapper buys and other program:
2. A learning curve in the Manufacturing Process for these highly comple
Hybrid circuits was in effect, as evidenced by the reduction in work-
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HS 236-7602
3. Those Hybrids with inclpecit defects will fail under unit test
and thus be eliminated fron tha systea.
4. It has been concluded by the undersigned that the integrity and
reliability of Thematic Mapper hardware using subject Hybrids
has not been impinged.
L. O'Connell~~
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j.6.2.2 Serial Data and sic CloeK Parameters
' .




1. Output WRZ-L Data
1X15B01T
• B01F
2. ° 3QCICUB PX15802T
o » 802F
3. Output Bit Cloctc HX1SEQ3T
• B03F
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The Failure mode reported on subject Failure Report was traced to a defective
output driver (P/N 911958-001). Reliability cannot submit the defective part
to TSD (Technology Services Division) for Failure Analysis because the responsible
Mutliplexer personnel cannot locate the part.
Since che part is not available for analysis the author of this memo has taken
t h e following actions: . . .
1. Requested the Thematic Mapper Parts Board to research the
El Segundo Receiving Inspection Records to determine if
there were any previous defective output driver's (P/N
9119-58-001). This has been accomplished and there were no
previous failures. (Refer to HS 236-7785 attached). i'
2. Reliability has reviewed-the Verified Component Failure
List and there were no previous failures.
3. Contacted the responsible Multiplexer Engineer and responsible
Quality Assurance Engineer for the Multiplexer area and
informed them as to the importance of impounding failed
pares so they can be analyzed. In addition they were informed
that it is mandatory to maintain discipline with all personnel
so this type of error (and others) can be prevented on other
programs as well as future programs.
B&s«d on the investigation bv both the Part's Board and Reliability (listed
above) the author is confident that this is a random failure and no generic
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Per your request, the Parts Board has researched the Parts Analysis Laboratory's
(Dept. 46-31-12) records for the previous history of subject part.
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18 months schedule slip is disapproved
fel-
ine S/H 003 Multiplexer (P/S 3513003-100) exhibits minor performance discrepancies
in its processing of some of its 100 signal channels. These discrepancies result
from random wire dressing aid othar phenomena vftich are not correctable, and they
do noc have any impact upon Thematic Mapper performance. These, discrepancies
include:
o Slxtesn channels exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slight i;»
exceeding spe.cificntion. They aro listed in Table i.
o Tvo channels exhibit levels of DC lasuore droop slightly higher than
specified at r^ om temperature, they are listed in Table 2.
• (Continued)
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies Is not pr-.ctical within a
reasonable ti&a for several reasons. The croostalje failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct that already present.
Tha A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies might be correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircuirr, but the replacement parrj are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they sight net be cotcect^d in any case. None
of the pirformance discrepancies presant wilX have a detectable effect upon
Thematic Mapper instrument performance.
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Thematic tapper Request for Daviation/Vaiver W124 (Ooaclnued)
23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (.Continued)
Six channels exhibit ona A/D conversion step which exceeds tha specified
maximum of 31.2 osilllvelcs end/or is less than cha specified minimum of
zero millivolts in atsa. No sensor exhibits mora than one step which is
too large and ona vhlch is too sraall. The sensors and corresponding
Failure Reports are listed in Tabla 3. In all casaa tha discrepant
conversion step does not cause tha SMS nolao of tha sanscr channel to
exceed specified values, cad tharofora the discrepancisa will not
appreciably affect Inatrustant performance. Tha miaiatum and martmua step


























































































































TABLE 1. MULTIPLEXES S/N 003 CSOSSTA1K




















NOTE: Spec nursi-ircum of ± 3 mv/sac is a aelf-imposed
specificatiou. Instrumeac orror budgets would
allow raca up to ± 120 anr/soc.
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TABLE 3. A/D CONVERSION FAILOTES
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CO L. O'Connell
SUBJECT-. 3905973 Hybrid Crosstalk Testing







Two 3905973 hybrids were removed in an attempt to fix the crosstalk in Bands 2
and 7 of the S/N 3 Multiplexer. (Ref. FR No.'s F4254, F4257, and F4258). These
hybrids are not being formally failure analyzed because:
1. Crosstalk is caused by a combination of the hybrids
and the unit wiring, and is not observable at tha
hybrid level.
2. The hybrids are tested by observing output levels
with an oscilloscope. Errors of the size involved
(3J./2Z of full scale, max.) are not visible on
. - oscilloscopes.- . • . - ....
3. The hybrids would pass all their testa and are fully
functional.
In the course of hybrid repair, we will make static measurements to see whether
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Minor Performance Discrepancies, S/N 003 Multiplexer
Multiplexer
Multiplexer
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18 months schedules slip is disapproved
II. OUCHOTlOa 9' OIVI«TIOWMI«!B
Tha S/M 003 Multiplexer (P/N 3533003"100) exhibits minor performance discrepancisa
in its processing of soma of its 100 signal Channels. These discrepancies result
from random vire dressing and othar phenomena which ara not correctable, and they
do not have any impact upon Thematic Mapper performance. These, discrepancies
include:
o Sixteen channels exhibit levels of crosstalk Co othar channels slightly
exceeding specification. They are listed in Table 1.
o Two channels exhibit levels of DC. Restore droop slightly higher than
specified ac room temperature. They are listed in Table 2.
(Continued)
im3cB 'da a4vi*no«/oaivjB^^^^ —^ —^ —^™^  -^  «•••«•«•—v»«»^ _v»mMaK»m«B«B
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable time for several reasons. The crosstalk failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies night be correctable
by replacing hybrid tnicrocircuits, but the replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they might not be corrected in any case. Hone
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon
Thematic Mapper instrument performance.
^^ 5^ .
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DO - £T« 1694
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Thematic Mapper Request for Deviation/Waiver W124 CCoaelnued)
Item 23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (Continued)
Six channels exhibit one A/D conversion step which exceeds tha specified
mBTrtTV'" of 31.2 millivolts and/or is leas than tha specified m-tn<immi of
zero millivolts in siza. Mo sensor exhibits more than ona seep which is
too largo and one which is too small, the sensors and corresponding
Failure Reports ara listed in Tabla 3. In all cases tha discrepant
conversion step doas not cause the RMS noise of the sensor channel to
exceed specified values, and therefore the discrepancies will not
appreciably affect Instrument performance. The minimum and maximum step
sizes are a solf-imposed Multiplexer requirement, rather than a system
























































































































TABLE 1. S/N 003 CROSSTALK




















NOTE: Spec maximum of t 3 nv/aec is a salf-iaraosed
specification. Instrumenc error budgets would
allow raca up to ± 120 nv/sae.
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None 18 nontha schedule slip is diaapprovad
Tho S/N 003 Multiplexer (?/K 3533003^ -100) exhibits minor perforaanca discrepancies
in its processing of sooa of its 100 signal channels., T&esa discropencies result
from random wire dressing and other phenomena waich ara not correctable, and they
da .not hava any impact upon Thematic Mapper performance. These-, discrepancies
include:
o Sixteen channels exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slightly
exceeding specification. They are listed in Tabla 1.
o Two channels exhibit levels of DC Restore droop slighely higher than
specified at room temperature. They are listed ia Taole 2. (Continued)
• *3t£ ft>3 B4viATicaa/ea**4B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^™ -^^ »^^ .^ ~.^ .^ —^^ -.«.—i—=^ «^i—««^ «M»««»»
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable tima for several reasons. Tha crosstalk failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct thai already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies might be correctable
by replacing hybrid aicrocircults, but tha replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they might not: ba corrected in any casa. Nona
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon,







Thematic Mapper Request for Deviation/Waiver W124 CContinuad)
Item 23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (Continued)
I
I
Six channels exhibit one A/0 conversion step vhich exceeds the specified
mo-Ftrmm
 of 31.2 glllivolts and/or ia lean than the specified minimum of
zero millivolts in size. No sensor exhibits more than ona step which is
too largo and one which is too small. The sensors and corresponding
Failure Reports are listed in Table 3. In all cases Cha discrepant
conversion step does not cause the RMS noise of the sensor channel to
exceed specified values, and therefore tha discrepancies will not
appreciably affect Instrument performance. Tha m-in-tgam and «*•«•-•<n»nn step


























































































































TABLE 1. MULTIPLEXES S/U 003 CROSSTALK



















MOTE: Sp«c maximum of ± 3 aw/sec is a self-Imposed
specification. Inscrumenc error budgacs would
allow rate up co ± 120 aw/sec.
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EXT. 6293
.
Two 3905973 hybrids were removed in an attempt to fix the crosstalk in Bands 2
and 7 of the S/N 3 Multiplexer. (Ref. FR So.'s F4254, F4257, and F4258) . These
hybrids are not being formally failure analyzed because:
1. Crosstalk is caused by a combination of the hybrids
and the unit wiring, and is not observable at the
^ hybrid level.
2. The hybrids are tested by observing output levels
with an oscilloscope. Errors of the size involved
frl/22 of full scale, max.) are not visible on
oscilloscopes. - . - ..... - •
3. The hybrids would pass all thair tests and are fully
functional.
In the course of hybrid repair, we will make sta'tic measurements to sea whether
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Minor Performance Discrepancies, S/N 003 Multiplexer
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Multiplexer
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L8 months schadule slip is disapproved
TTtnfACX. CTC.
IJT oucxfTioa or Kvi«no<v<iAiir(n •
The S/N 003 Multiplexer (P/N 35330Q3'-100) exhibits minor perfornance discrapancias
in its processing of SODS of its 100 signal channels. Tnesa discrepancies result
from random wire dressing and other phenomena wiiicn ara noe correctable, and taay
do not hava any iapact upon Thematic Mapper performance. These, discrepancies
.include:
o Sixteen channala exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slightly
exceeding specification. They are listed in Tafala 1.
o Two channels exhibit levels of DC Restore droop slightly higher than .
specified at room cenperature. They are listed in Table 2. (Continued)
14. K3C9 /da'ii*l*THSS*/«*lvSB •»•«>— ™—»^»»«H«m«M
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct theie discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable time for several reasons. The crosstalk failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies sight be correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircuits, but the replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies ara so minor that they might not be corrected in any cases. None
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon








Thematic Mapper Request for Deviation/Vaiver V124 ^Continued)
Icem 23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (.Continued)
Six channels exhibit one A/D conversion step which exceeds the specified
mart mum of 31.2 millivolts and/or is Less than the specified minimum of
zero millivolts in size. Mo sensor exhibits aore than one step which is
too large and one which is coo small, the sensors and corresponding
Failure Reports are listed la Table 3. In all cases the discrepant '
conversion step does not cause the RMS noise of the sensor channel to
exceed specified values, and therefore the discrepancies will not
appreciably affect Instrument performance. The minimum and maximum step




























































































































TASLE 1. S/N 003 CROSSTALK




















MOTS: Spec nuudmuia of ±3 av/sec is a salf-imposed
specificaciou. laacruneac error budgacs would
allow rate up Co t 120 av/sec.






























































































































TABLE 3. A/D CONVEKSIOS FAILTOES
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Hughaa Aircraft Co. SCC, El Segundo, California
Minor Parforaanca Discrapanciaa, S/N 003 NAS 5-24200 L.I. 32
Multiplexor
IS osaeha schedule slip is disapproved
The S/H 003 2£ulcipl@xe? (P/K 3333CQ3i-iCO) asftfhita oinor parfonasaca discrapancias
in its procasaing of soma of ica 100 sigosl 'coaosssla. TSiGSa discrapsacies rastslc
fro^ randos wire dressing aad oeiiar phemoeaaa HfiicA are aot corrsctable , and Chey
do ooc hava any impact upon Theoacic Mapper porfo'rasanca. Thes®-. diserapenciea
Sistc«a channels asfaibie levsls of csooiitalk Co oefcar channola slightly
esceediag specification. Thay ara listed in Tabla 1.
Too channals asfaibic Isvals of DC Raseors droop slighcly higher than
specified ac rooa easparaturQ. T&ey aro listed in TaBle 2.
• __________________ ^J- . (Continued)
Sapoir of tho Muleiploxar to correct these discropaQcioa is noe practical withia a
reasonable cica for several reasons. 'Hie croseealfc failures ara random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to corrace that already peasant.
Ths A/D conversion aad DC Restore droop rate discrepancies sight be correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircuits , but the replacement parts ars not available , and
tha discrepancies are so miaor that thay aight not bo corrected in any case. None
of tha performance discrepancies present will hsvo a detectable effect upon
Thatuitic Me:p?ar inatrumant parforsancQ.
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Thematic Mapper Raquoat for Deviation/Waiver W124 (Continued)
Itea 23 - Description of Deviatlon/Walvar (Continued)
Six channels exhibit one A/D conversion step which excesde the specified
•M^ rtnnm of 31.2 millivolts and/or is lesa than the specified "In"*™"? o£
xaro aillivolts in siia. No sonsor exhibits more than oaa seep vhlch is
coo largo and one which la too small. Tha sensors end corraspoadlng
Failure Raports nra listed in Table 3. In all caaefl tha discrepant
conversion stop does not causa che RKS noisa of tha sanaor channel to
axcaed specified valuas, and therafore tha discrepancies will not
appreciably.affact instruasnc porforaance. the minirmTm and mastsua 3tap

























































































































TABLE 1. KOLTIPLZSEa S/N 003 CROSSTALK























Spec asxiasum of ± 3 mv/asc is a solf-tnposed
sv<2ci£icacioti. InacrtEsaut error budgets wauld
allow rato up co i 120 atv/aec.
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Minor Performance Discrapancias, S/N 003 Multiplexer
Multiplexor
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18 months schedule slip is disapproved
The S/N 003 Mtiltiplaxsr (P/S 35330Q3'-100) exhibits minor perfiorasnca discrepancies
in ics processing of sons of its 100 signal channels, TBasc discrepancies result
froa randos ulra dressing and other phsnonrana which are not correctable, and they
do not hava any iapacc upoa TBoscatic Mapper perforsanca. Theses, discrepancies
includo:
o Sixteen channels exhibit levels of crosstalk to ochor channels slightly
exceeding specification. They are listed in Table 1.
o Two channels exhibit levels of DC Restore droop slightly higher than
specified at room temperature. T&ey are listed in Tools 2. (Continued)
la. cats ivs sitioncs^eaivsa ——•
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies is nrot practical within a
reasonable tioss for several reasons. The crosstalk failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct chat already present.
The A/0 conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies sight be correctable
by replacing hybrid aicrocircuits, but the replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they might not be corrected in any case. None
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectablts effect upon
Thematic Mapper instrument performance.
R£A S7S. EN




Thaoacic Mappor Raquaac for Dev-iiition/Waivar W124 CCoacinuad)
Item 23 - Description of Doviacioa/Walvor CConcinuod)
Six chemxala exhibit ono A/D coovarsioo step which exceada tha spocifiad
M'irimna of 31.2 taiilivolts and/or is lasa than tho specified mlaiuua of
zaro aillivolcs in size. Mo sensor exhibits more than ono stop which is
coo large and one which is too small. The sonsors and corresponding
Failure Reports ara listed in Table 3. In all casae tha discrepant
conversion step doss not cause the SMS noise of the sensor chaaaal to
exceed spacifiad values, and therefore the discrepancies^  will not
appreciably affect Instruoant perfotuanco. tha oinisus and niaatom seep


























































































































TABLE 1. MULTUL23SR S/S 003 CSOSSTALS





















MOTE: Spec maximun of ± '3 taw/sac is a salf-inposad
specificaeion. Inatrumant nrror budgots
allow rafta up co ± 120 asv/s«.c.
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TABLE w. A/D COIT7ESSIOS FAILITRES
,r-
4 ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
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Multiplexer
Koas 18 Eonths schedule slip is disapproved
«*• esaesi'Ticj cf esvi
The S/N 003 Huleiploss? (P/N 3533003^ 100) oshibits minor pafSormsnca discrspaaciea
in ies processing of sotaa of its 100 signal cftnapola. T&ess discrrpsacies result
from random wira dressing and oehar pfuasomsna wMea aro aoe corraecablc, asd Chay
do oat have any iarpacc upon Taeaacic Mapper performance. Thosev. dlserepaacies
include:
b Sisreen channola exhibit levels of crosstalk to other cnamrals slightly
exceeding specification. Bisy ara listed in Table 1.
o Two chaaas.la exhibit levels of DC Restore droop olightly higher than
specif iad at rooa tatnperatura . T&ay ara listed in TaBla 2.
• ' . (Coneinuod)
Rapair of the Multiplsser to correct thsse discrepancies is oot practical within a
reasonable tima for sevaral. raaaons. Tho eroaatalb fallursa sra r&ndoa and repair
would ba ao likely to create naw crosstalk as to corrace that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rats discrepancies might bQ corractabla
by replacing hybrid microcircuits , but the replacement parts are not available, and
tha discropancioa are so minor that they oight not b« correctad in any casa. Nona
of tha performance discrepancies present will hsvo a detectable effect upon






Thaaacic Mapper Saquaat for Daviation/Waivar \fl2+ (Continuad)
Itam 23 - Description of Daviation/Waiver (Continuad)
Six channels exhibit ana A/D conversion *tap which ozceads tha specified
mayimtim at 31.2 aillivolts end/or is laaa than tha specifiod ainimum of
sero aiillivolts in sisa. No eenaor osMbito aora than one scop uhich is
too largo and one which ia too sr&all. Tha sensoro and corresponding
Failure Reports ara listed ia Table 3. la all casas tha discrapoat
convorsion step doas not cauaa ths RMS noiaa of tha aoa&or channel to
«xceed-specified valuoo, oad therafora the diacrapaocieo will not
appreciably effect Inctna&ant pcrforsaacQ. The oinisxsa and aaxioum stop

























































































































TABLE 1. MOLTEPU2E& S/N 003 C30SSTALK



















MOTS: Spsc msx±muE» of t 3 nv/s&c is a self-imposed
spacificaeion. Inserusant error budg«cs would
allow rata up Co ± 120 tsv/acc.

























































































































TABLE 3. A/D CONVERSION FAILURES
Tl
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
A Svt>l*a*rv ot Muffin A,rcntt Conotnr
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. Critc CC.-L. O'Connoll OATBi 22 December 1981
REF: HS 236-2260
. PE 225:81
SUBJECT: 3905973 Hybrid Crosstalk Testing FROMi R« fullan
. " ' *ii^ ** A
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' EXT. 6293
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Two 3905973 hybrids were removed in an attempt to fix ch« crosstalk in Bands 2
and 7 of tha S/N 3 Multiplexer. (Ref. FR So.'s Fi254, F4257, and F^ .58). Th«se
hybrids arc not being formally failure analyzed because:
. ' ' •
1. Crosstalk is caused by a combination of tha hybrids
and tha unit wiring, and is not.observs.ble at the
hybrid level.
2. Tha hybrids ara tasted by observing output levels
with an oscilloscope. Errors of tha sizs involved
(fel/2% of full scale, mas.) are not viaiblo on
. - oscilloscopes. -• - ....
3. Tha hybrids would pass all their tosts and ara fully
functional.
In tha course of hybrid repair, we will maka static measurements to saa whether
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Multiplexer
if. LOT <EJ. to. err
Mono 18 Tenths sciiedtile slip is
JZ. Cif'iCT cu lafiaeCTCo
i:
The S/N 003 Multiplexor (P/N 3533003^ 100) exhibits ainor parforaaaice discrepancies
in its processing of soma of its 100 signal cttanssls. taesa diacrspsacioa result
fros random wire dressing and othar phenomsna wfticii are not correct able, and choy
do noc have any ispacc upon Tneoatic Mapper parfoeswinea. This a-, discrepancies
include:.
o Sixteen chamois exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slightly
exceeding specification. They ars listed in Table 1.
o Tvo channels exhibit levels of DC Restore droop slightly higher than
specified at rooa temperature. Tney ars listed in Table 2. (Continuad)
. *S&%& ^G^ dSVlATIOa/CaitfiB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tt^ ^^*^^***~ l^^ ~^a**~~—m aWHMKaBBKMHMKK
Repair of tha Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable tins for several reasons. The croeatalk- failures ara random and repair
would be as likaly to create asv crosstalk as to correct that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies might ba correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircuits, but the replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor chat they might not ba corrected in any case. Mono
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon







Thaaacic Mapper Request for Daviation/Waivar «124 CContinue-i)
Item 23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (.Continued)
Six channels exhibit ona A/D conversion seap which exceeds tba specified
ra/i-sinnnn of 31.2 millivolts and/or is loss than cho specified minimal of
zaeo aillivolts la aizs. No sensor exhibits more thaa one stap which is
too largo and ono vhich is too snail, the sensors and corresponding
Failurs Reports are llstod in Tabla 3. In all cesas ths discrepant
conversion stop doas not cause tha KHS noisa of th« sonanr channel to
exceed spficified values, and tharafora the discropaaciaa will noc
appreciably affect Instrument performance. The ainianca and maxioua step


























































































































-i r TABLE 1. MDLTIPL2SSR S/N 003 CROSSTALS



















NOTE: 3pac maximum of t 3 tw/s^ c is a
specificacloa. Instrtrmaac error budgaes
allow rata up co ± 120 tav/soc.
























































































































TABLE 3. A/D CONVERSION rAILCRES
OORIGINAL PAGE 13
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The S/N 003 Multiplexer (P/N .?533003^ 100) exhibits minor performance discrepancies
in its processing of soma of its 100 signal .channels. Thesa discrepancies result
from random wire dressing and other phenomena which are not correctable, and they
do not have any impact upon Thematic Mapper performance. These, discrepancies
include:
o Sixteen channels exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slightly
exceeding specification. They are listed in Table 1.
o Two channels exhibit levels of DC Restore droop slightly higher than
specified at., room temperature. They are listed in Table 2.
(Continued)
R&pair of the Multiplexor to correct these discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable time for several reasons. The crosstalk failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies might be correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircults, but the replacement parts are not av&ilable, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they might not be corrected in any case. None
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon
Thematic Mapper instrument performance.
REA £^rfe SYS. EN
TlflS If Pit Ct 1*1 ft (JV f /^~~
17
[~J *0*eav* Ggca*SKS*o [j
O ':
PACJ2 13 ,
Qf POOS QUALITY 0
Thamacic Mapper Request for Daviacion/Vaiver W124 (Continued)
Item 23 - Description of Daviation/WAivar (Continued)
Six channals exhibit one A/D conversion stop which eacoads tha apocifiad
ma^lBnm of 31.2 millivolts and/or ia loas than tha spscifiud taioiaua of
zero millivolts in sise. No seaaor exhibits tsora thca ona atap which ia
too larfja and one which is too ssall. The soneors and corrasponding
Failure Reports are listed in Table 3. In all casas ths discrapenc
convaraion atap doa* not causa the RMS noieo of the ssasor channel to
esesed specified valuoa, end tharefora tha diacropancieu will not
appreciably afface InseruEant porfoncsnea. Tha tainimua and sjsxiErua step

























































































































TABLE 1, MULTIPLEXER S/N 003 CROSSTALK























NOTE: Spec w^Ttiim"n of 4 3 tav/aec ifl a aalf-ioposad
specificaeion. Inscnmane error budgets would
allow raea up to ± 120 tev/soc.


























































































































TABLE 3. A/D CONVERSION FAILURES
^^rrrywr^sTyTpif'ty^iWA^r^*!.^
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Minor Performance Diacrapancias, S/N 003 Mulciplaxar HAS 5-24200 L.I. 32
Multiplexer
• 8. C9 CS>. >• cfi»K» S3 Id, &39&C? Ck6&dlvtCATI
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Tha S/N 003 Multiplexer (P/N 3S33003i-100) exhibits minor performanco discrapanciso
in its processing of sooa of its 100 signal .channels. Thesa discrapencies raoult
from randoia wiro dressing and other phanooona which are not correctable, and Chay
do not hava any impact upon Themat.lc Mapper performance). These, discrepancies
include:
o Sixteen channels exhibit levels of crosstalk to other channels slightly
exceading specification. They are listed in Table 1.
o Two channels exhibit lavaIs of DC Rasters droop slightly higher than
specified at room temperature. They are listed in Tabla 2.
(Continued)
. (QKi) fGfl^03»i6ftC3Sr(S6*VS3 . " ^ ^^^^^^^^^
Repair of the Multiplexer to correct these discrepancies is not practical within a
reasonable time for several reasons. Tha crosstalk- failures are random and repair
would be as likely to create new crosstalk as to correct that already present.
The A/D conversion and DC Restore droop rate discrepancies might be correctable
by replacing hybrid microcircuits, but the replacement parts are not available, and
the discrepancies are so minor that they might not be corrected in any case. None
of the performance discrepancies present will have a detectable effect upon






Thematic Mapper Request for Deviation/Waiver W124 (Continued)
Item 23 - Description of Deviation/Waiver (Continued)
Six channels exhibit one A/D conversion seep which exceeds the specified
maximum of 31.2 millivolts and/or is less than the specified minimum of
zero aillivolts in size. No sensor exhibits more than one step which is
too large and one which is too small. Tha sensors and corresponding
Failure Reports are listed in Table 3. In all casea the discrepant
conversion step doaa not causa the RMS noise of the sensor channel Co
exceed specified values, and therefore tha discrepancies will not
appreciably affect Inatrusane performance. The reinicum and oaxiEisa step

























































































































TABLE 1. MULTIPLEXES S/N 003 CROSSTALK




















NOTE: Spec o&ximua of ± 3 tsWsec is a aalf-iispossd
specification. InstrxHssnc error budgseo would
allow raea up Co i 120 aw/ssc.
TABLE 2. DROOP TEST FAILURES
•miH.iu.nn...' .li.vUt.&





, MAX VALUE M1N VALUE
(MV) ' (MV)
























































































































• • Performance Data
Tha acceptance performance (teat) data for the Scan Mirror
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PAGE 2 OF 4
THEMATIC MAPPER
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ITE: 4/22/81 E/N 3533002*100
T H E M A T I C




















































































































































































































































R. L. COOK, MANAGER
T/• uAan t rn mr\
QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEER
1 SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY
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SSSSS&a f— J vm*noi> . £3 "w«i»A>'v«e .
rotate^counter-clockuisa. ART -tfr&Q* on Reg ^g assembly drawing
ambiguous.
10/10/79
TS32015-006 '7*4.8 ["""""^""Warren. Harden °7°7-35-2T
•AII.IUWAIUM.YIKI - faulty, dua to pin rotation•^••i •MII?I^ ]?••«•••••Smriwi J{ .ir^ > ^  Arf^r^ ^ U^*vV&^ l^T^T'^ ^^ '^J--*"*°i F rfajT^^Ti^^*^V^jf^^____z_^^-^.^_!_^^__^^^-__-^___!^-____^__ZZ!__^-L___ ^HM
AR2. Other than AR2. no- parts were stressed. gowar supply waa currant
limited a 30 nae
'^ f^^ -^^ m^^ &s Replace AST2TRetest
10/1Z/79
Hayden 717-35-°?^
1? Tt 1 0 7 7 7 9
Retestad 10/30/79
JS.USTT Aupo




/* 1 f* a 1™
Dwg Changed - See •ggg"Q7'3M3-
CO«T«NUAT1O*I
cos-ecrivtAcno*. 87 T S S ^
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OUORM r**1 vtOCATIGK .
L*r.
r^  onwi
Harnasa conclaulty failura. (1) No eoaclnuifcTr ^or J2-^21 eo A1-E91.
(2) P3-8 has the wire that should be conaected g3
~S
ao coanectloa. UJCbassis grouaa & K.TN' ars eonnecced, togetnery .'thti1 t>s isoiaic d.
TS32015-006 4. 4 I" W. Haydan ft^ -34^1
fLn f ton of ail aetiotr t
to determine if complete/partial retaat is required.
0 /7O
22 ulrod to E3/aeolaead J?-22 wire
(2) Switched P38 »lre to (3) Item 13 was aborted! to Iteia 26.
Rapj-aced Item 33.
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m AA01AT1OK 3 TtM»cnAnjFia . . CTI TMCeaai VAC .
CH38 polarity reversed para 4.1, 3)e test failed. E78 measured
5.6v instead of Ov indicating CR38 polarity reversed.
79





Part was installed backward during ''assembly and was not


















B1.DC. fc-ll MAILSTA. 102
EXT. 6246
FR: F1308, dated 10/31/79
Tha failure was encountered during board test of the scan mirror electronics
intorfaca board (assy. no. 3568990) and consisted of an improperly installed
diode (CR38 Installed with reverse polarity). Figure 1 illustrates the circuit
which utilizes GU3. With CR38 installed backwards ic was not possibla to gen-
erata -*-5TOC logic power via ralay K2. The diode was subsequently reinstalled
with correct polarity. No oversCraas to interface board circuitry occurred aa




















B. THE FOLLOWING CORRECTIVE MEASURES HAVE QSEM TAKEN TO ELIMINATE THE CAUSE Of THE CONOITIONtS) NOTED ABOVE




.. CONCUUSIOM - SATISFACTORY CORRECT1OM MAS BBEM EFPECTSO - YES |
12. FOLLOW i» REOtHReot
13 OATS-
.lUply to CAR 63100
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Ac investigation lato this problen indicatas that this was an oversight by
both the Manufacturing operator and tha QA inspector. Discussion with ail
inspection personnel has assured ma they are rears of the requirement to review
component polarity, component placement, cosnonsnt value, and Tsjsbaanehip during
inspection operations. Tharafore this is a rondos error*
NOTZj .
Although tha failure was datactad by teat personnel on 10-31-79, neither
Manufacturing supervisor nor tha operator vera con&actad until 1-23-80, at which
time Q.A. requested Corrective Action. Q.A. was not notified of tha error until
1-14-80.
REMEDY . • • , - . ' ' .
. ' .
a) Kanuracturing supervision and operator wars notified of discrepancy on
1-28-80.
b) A tsviev of the affected droving and planning raas performed on 1°28=80. Thesa
I / documents were found to bo adequata and did not contribute to the problem.
c) The inspector assigned to the prograa was cautioned on 1=28-80, to extircise
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SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
AS*Ctrti*rr9*Hvz*taA>m*tCaB<exm>
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
CC-A.B. Marchant
SUBIECT: Equipment Usage Suspension
for Scan Mirror Asssnbly DAS
Teat See.




BtOG. B-ll MAK,STTA. 39
SKT. 6106
1. Failure Kaport F132S docuEsaaes an SJ& dlacrepans? that %&s disc<T7«rssS
on 2 February 1981. Tits causa of this discrepancy was traced Co ths QAS
used for coating eha SM&.
2. The DAS will not ba repaired ualasa ehare ia aosa follow-up
Thcaatic Mapper.
on tha
3. It ia nocasssry to precluda asy possible fucusa ueilizdtloa o£ ths DAS
prior to repair. Therefore, ycu aro requaated to affis a red "equipEoat
uaaga suspenaion" tag to tba DAS with an espl&aaeicra that taaintsaasi^Q is
required prior to uco,
A. Parliaa
AP:Jc
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OF POOR QUALITY f^*
RCOUtST FOR BtVIATIOS/WAItlR **** **WCO »«ocu»"C •ICTI«K» NO. • t-
tUt tlt'STS'tiO Of 44) /O* IMnuCTlOKS) 10 >i . w« inni iJo18 November 1981 %
I OOlCIKATOa HIM MB IOCXCS1
Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City. CA 90230
1 O C S I S N A t l O N lOtt O tV I »T ION/WAI vtS
<. MOCtL/T»»t t. era. cool <. JTJ. oti'C. i. N»/MI«C> «o
Ft- 82577 HS-236 W121
1 JCICIF ICAT IOHS Afr iCTCO. ' tST PLAN
P11E11I1S *"• coot ftc./eoe. «<o. UN
€. JtJTtt.
I. irot
,. TUT *» TS3201 5-004
1
 -QotV,.I.QN [x]oM,t. "|
*' (£$..,.«• Q-AJO. QC..T.C* ~i
J. CAM i INC »fHC'CO t. OTHI9 STtTCuVCOXicu. -,i
8. ooAot.wr,j i r r tcTCO ' ;* \
«•- COOt - NLM3(« ecv. *om, »»o. Vf'
I. t ITVC 0* 9CViATlON/»ivll> 10. COMIXCT "O. t l'«C i >CK >v
Turnaround Time Exceeds Specification NAS 5-24200 .1
Scan Mirror Assembly
Ift. ««&• V »«0f M VOcrttf ««IIMA« *"ICttD '•• 'MT *4' 0* *v»f Ottlft.
Scan Mirror Assembly 3533002-100
None
'I. CO MO. '» DC'tet «« <«. roc/CcT O.ASSI'ICAIIQM 1
j^|tti««« Qii4jO» Qc«ifiCJi .j
,,.lB,,o. ,..„„ -g-»- "-"'-"g^ 1
l«. c"cct ON oti.i»t«' •KHcaciKii
 (i
None 1
I). PCSCBI'VlOa 0' OtVI ATIGN/WH VC« .•
•iThe F-l SMA exceeded the specifications for turnaround time duar.ing acceptance test. ;
The Specification for Turnaround time is 10590 *_ 68 ;usec. Fouir of the twenty .!
measurements that were made exceeded the specification. The worst case exceedance |
was .10515. 4 /jsec or 13.2 ysec higher than the unit spec allows:;.. -Another was 6 \
/jsec below the system specification. System Engineering evaluated these effects j
on system performance and found that they are acceptable. Refserences; IDC HS236-7331 , :
and Failure Report F1327 (Attached). • !i
i
Resetting the bumper springs would invalidate much of the acceptance test. The cost
impact of repeating acceptance tests is not justified since thiirs condition will not
affect system' performance. s*~^-^ ^^^^
-> s / QA ^K&g&^&'ZZ^
' ^ "~\ ^^^s&rtZ/ )
REA 7^3, Marchant
^*-^ * ...^ ^
RE| s? .<- — ^ Tc<^^^-A^-»y
"^ E J/J~at/'i//J«*~- »L^
' J ' ' ;
13. Poooucito* crr tCTivi tv gv i€mA^ iojM«te i
S/N 4 (F-l) • '
. ^ y^^^f^ ^ ^ ^ ff^ gj
TlTtt ^^ ^
<" / ' J7. tPOBOVAt/OISAPPnOvA!.
* "/ 1 1
' | | tf»favn. iccafatioio









TO: B. Marchant CC: HS 236 Distribution
ORC:
SUBJECT: F-1 SMA Re-entry into the Acceptance Test
OATE:











On February 4th the F-1 Scan Mirror Assembly Acceptance Test was Interrupted.
A penalty Acceptance Test was Introduced so that & SAM Offset Angle variation
and a pointing angle discrepancy be investigated. This Investigation was
completed on February 19th.
An IDC on pertinent information and findings resulting frtsa this investigation
will be published at a later time.
On February 20th, the F-1 SMA is scheduled to re-enter the Acceptance Test.
The reduced data, and the aforementioned investigation was conelussive of the
fact that both SAM Offset and Pointing angle discrepancy ware not related to
the SMA's thermal and/or vibratlonal test.
For this reason the reeorrenandstion is made that the F-1 S&A re-enters the
Acceptance Test starting with Test Flow Event "H" as shown below.










L DATA a/iss/,fl7 ANOPfl5PARATlC?J
FOB OEUIVSRY
(Si OVENAU (H. M. LI IKWT VOLTAGES. M40N. «»ilfJAL, LC3J
OT8 » OSVStOfWEWT TEST ZTATK5W
F-1 SMA Test Flow Event Sequence,
Test flow event I was Vibration and Thermal Cycle. It has fesen changed to a
test that consists of removing and replacing the SCA on the TPDS fixture.
It is to be noted that a new scan profile baseline is established by a re-run
of T«st Flow Event "H" which Incorporates new, corrected values for Scan
Mirror pointing angles.
6»'c cs FED ??
ORIGINAL PAGE IS r?
OF POOR QUALITY SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER /
4 Suesnttry of Mugftv Atnnh Canst**
INTERNAL MEMORANDUM
TO:
 J. L. Engal <*•' Distribution DATE: I April 1981
HS236-7381
SUB/ECTs
 r-L Scaa Mirror Acceptance Teat Data **°M' W' H*
BUG. 774 MA1LSTA. 79
E3CT. 4132
SUMMARY
The test data for the Flight Ona Model of cha Thessatic Mapper Scaa Mirror
Assembly was reviewed on Ij March 1981. Tha performance of tha aaseably
as validated by the east record is excellent. Tha turn around tim^  speci-
fication ia exceeded. This does not poaa a problem to_systcsi parforaaaca
ae thaulevals maasused.
DISCTSSION
The acceptance test data for tha F-l SMA Is sunsaarizad ia Table I. The
scan profile data is excellent and a@ets Cha required specifications in
all casaa. A special procedure was esplovad for this unit to provide a
calibration profile at tha end (in addition to the beginning) of tha accep-
tance test sequence. This data showed a'Maximum aonlinesriey of 9.9 urad
along scan and -1.7 prad cross scan. The maxistua band-eo-baad misregistra-
tion was determined at this point to be T.044% conparcd to a specification
of 0.0942. The oaximua overlap/underlap is 1.23 Urad against a requireaont
of 2.1 urad. Along and cross-scan geometric repeatability oat.specification
as did line length repeatability &od scan rate.
Tha specification foe turnaround tiaa imposed by the SKA specification had
been tightened since the Cose of the Protoflight unit. Tha specification
for turnaround cima imposed on tha Flight One SKA was 10590 £ 68 Usac. This
specification was exceeded in four instances, in the worrt case by 13.2 uaac
at 10670.2 usec. That Qumbor indicates an out of specification condition
as far ao the SMA spec is concerned. It does not represent an out of spec
condition at the system level. Ons value of turnaround (3AM 2, turnaround 3)
ia out of spec both vith regard to the SMA spec and the sy?tea spec of
10.515 msec as compared to a system spec of 10.521 asec. Analysis of the
impact of this condition indicates a minimal impact on overlap/undorlap. No
other system level specifications are impacted. The performance undarlap/
overlap is dominated by other terms to the extent that this condition
not affact system performance.
The F-l SMA performs wall and ia acceptable froa tha view of Systeas











































































































Page 1 cf 2
W. H. Freudanacein to J. L. Engal
HS236-7381
1 April 1981
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ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION FOR TH-SMA






















Add in the Acceptance Test Specification Document DS 32015-004 B, page 36 as
Paragraph 4.3.3.2-1
The SKA INSTALLATION-REMOVAL Procedure outlined below:
4.3.3^ 2-1 SMA INSTALLATION & REMOVAL
Because of flatness imperfections 1n fabricating th® SMA frame end the
sensitivity of the SMA Optics to bending moments. Installing and
removlnq the SMA from Us Interface requires special attention.
In Fig. 4.3.3.2.1Athe SPA bolts ar© number coded as per SBPC code
and are to be torqued-down to within 30 <• 2 in-lbs In their order
of appearance on the table of the figure 4.3.3.2-1A.
Insert shims between SMA and interface, uslnn the shim location
and thickness established during the SMA assembly. (DP 5oc«7 )
Verification, of torqulng, torque Sequence and Shinwing is required
by QA, and QA stamp is required to to entered on DATA"SHEET 4.3.0-4
page 64'a . DATA SHEL1 4.3.Q-* is attached as cart of this E".
•" • . .
Also add on f»age 46 paragraph 4.3.7 the folowing:
4,3.7 Operability Check:
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ORC CODE DATE ORO CODE
ORO CODE OATC Bet.afi2.BO BV
DATE
ORC COOS DATS
87A3 C3 AUO TO
'f ORIGINAL PAGE !SOF POOR QUALITY
ORDER -
1868 E* 1.14 fOf> INSTRUCTIONS!








Torque ^A to TOS fixture































ENGINEERING ORDER - t¥3&*®@Wt*&&e®"
(see e? i.w FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
o«o/ss»ec
- 004
DftTft SMEH 4.3.0 - 4
£» IBSTAUATICa *»0 BEtSVAL FR£K TWC OTS
l(uu>U«Uoa/R«29i>s? of SKA teas eawatad l^ y:







ALONG SCAN GEOMETRIC REPEATABILITY
SAM HQDE (qnd calibrated}
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 B. Merchant CC: HS 236 Distribution
ORG:
SUBJECT: F-l SMA Re-entry Into the Acceptance Test












On February 4th the F-l Scan Mirror Assembly Acceptance Test was Interrupted.
A penalty Acceptance Test was introduced so that a SAM Offset Angle variation
and a pointing angle discrepancy be investigated. This investigation was
completed on February 19th.
An IOC on pertinent information and findings resulting from this investigation
will be published at a later time.
On February 20th, the F-l SMA is scheduled to re-enter the Acceptance Test.
The reduced data, and the aforementioned investigation was conc'lusslve of the
fact that both SAM Offset and Pointing angle discrepancy were not related to
the SMA's thermal and/or vibrational test.
For this reason the recommandation is made that the F-l SMA re-enters the
Acceptance Test starting with Test Flow Event"H" as shown below.
; * e c o
IPIKALCUA I




















CHECK AND CW€ RATIONAL
KMKOAMAKCE ILI OO°C)







(9| OVERALL IW, B. Ll INPUT VOLTAGES. WGH. KOUIKAL. LB5J
OTS« GSVELOWHENT TEST STATION
F-l SMA Test Flow Event Sequence.
Test flow event I was Vibration and Thermal Cycle. It has been changed to a
test that consists of removing and replacing the SMA on the TOS fixture.
It is to be noted that a new scan profile baseline Is established by a re-run
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Turnaround tlma exceeded limits 10558.3 usec Should be less than
10658 /isec; Bumper A out of spec .3/usec. TH: K-i ij mgn voltage; 2
TS32015-004 "T».3.5 |- \. Schreiner
Spec-limit exceeded verified by HcVey & Prince
Turnaround times are stable 1e nothing broken or changing




IDC HS236-7381 written by SBRC systems engineering accepts existing "-is***
turnaround time
29. UST All t AA TS »
cxaI OATS .&& CONTIHUAnOMC-3 SMsrrusao
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY F fii
o
oceuEST na oevuTica/saivto
lilt an-fn-,i» on m ran »«Tsten«ts» 18 November 1981
'Activity
I OB1GINATOR • MC «>0«CSI
Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver C i ty . CA 90230
I OCVIATIQN I MI via
(_J









i TDK ai»ts m««
T SPECIFICATIOXS «frtCTEQ.TtST M.A* 8. CPABINCS AFFECTCD
9(C./OOC. KO.
TS32015-004
Turnaround Time Exceeds Sogcification
10. COHTBACT *O. » I »( >'C
NAS 5-24200
Scan Mirror Assembly r]«iwa [H^oa Qc».ncAt.
,t. «a a »MT » iMti tiMW&T wncno •«. x« •». a on M»I«. IT. COT >a. 10. art «. Qfcuniixc otviAtiOM/m <c»
Scan Mirror Assembl y 13533002-100 I I D"1 01"°
19. CflCT 0» COJT/POiCI ^^^^^ |l. C"tCT 0» 0(t>v(0r Sp«CouC£ ^ "^"^  "^ "~"™
None None
]}• Mse«i'"oi« o' gtviArioM^cAivib
The F-l SMA exceeded the specifications for turnaround time during acceptance test.
The Specification for Turnaround time 1s 10590 i 68 psec. Four of the twenty
measurements that were made exceeded the specification. The worst case exceedance
was 10515.4 jusec or 13.2 jusec higher than the unit spec allows. -Another was 6
yusec below the system specification. System Engineering evaluated these effects
on system performance and found that they are acceptable. References: IDC HS236-7381,
and Failure Report F1327 (Attached).
Resetting the bumper springs would invalidate much of the acceptance test. The cost
impact of repeating acceptance tests is not justified since this condition will not
affect system performance.
)
REA <T.3. MarchanV . . . RE^.^^. t ,^ ^-v .^^ f^ rs
• ' • • •
 K
-^-£&*~~ * *
S/N 4 (F.I )
IT. APP83V/H./OI SAPPBOVAL
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f~~lCA«O
(SMA) Scan Mirror Assy. 3533002-100
•i S uaawLr Q cuoAKaKKT — Asa 004
WCCWJ Q WCM0 Q CA«0





Torquer ..Motor, fails OP 32015-009 dated 24 April 1978, step 4.7.1
Torquer output teat. Torq.uer motor corquad to mid-position instead of
Torquing to the right or lafc (normal indication)
28"i5/2sT7-17




«cncaa TAABM ,H -ronlarpH _ ^_arlng and reCBsEegl per DP
3205-009 PARA 4.. 5.1 & 4.7.1
o*/
ZL .-^ .^^ o.'-.





















FROM: A. J. Rodenbucher
ORG. 79-34
BLOC. T4005 MAILSTA. W7EO
LOC CC EXT. 7898
After extensive investigation the following was found:
Traceability for the 35S8902, S/N 4 housing could not be established.
The fact that the 3568902 housing is not physically marked until the
3568911 assembly made obtaining history on the housing impossible.
Assuming that the 3568902 housing for torquer assembly, S/N 4 is in
fact the housing manufactured as S/N 4, it is reasonable to surmise
from the evidence at hand that the tooling was improperly used.
The personnel currently assigned to the involved activity have been
reinfonned by their department manager on the importance of strictly
adhering to the operation instruction sheet and applicable drawings
and specifications. Effective date of corrective action is 30
October 1979.
A judgement error was made by Quality Supervision in assessing by-
passed assembly and inspection operations. Subject Supervisor has
been instructed to evaluate unusual conditions in assembly/inspection
operations more thoroughly. Effective date o'f corrective action
is 8 November 1979.
«i_-.Vl/v—













E. Shinbel DATE: 30 October 1979
REF. 7631.20/323






All the involved personnel in this department were Interviewed
regarding the fabrication of the discepant 356S911 torquer assembly.
Because of the elapsed tine and transfer of sose involved personnel,
a ccoplete picture of the assenfoly process for serial #4 could not
be pieced together.. It is reasonable to surmise froai the evidence
at hand that the tooling was improperly used.
The personnel currently assigned to the involved activity have been
reinformed on the importance of strictly adhering to the Operation
Instruction Sheet and applicable drawings and specificaticas.
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I .CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST" ' G3C91 !
(II15TRUCTI «*!3 Oil HACK) i
. *
.:,,»D, ,r«_n 50762 OATfi 12-7-79 ~» |
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MIRROR SCATTER DOCS HOT MEET REQUIREMENTS OF NOTE n?\ OF DWG. AKD E.O. 70351.
SCATTER IS 1.82; SHOULD UE _=_ 0.2%. .
KICi-IL PLATING OU BACK LIFTED ONE PLACE.
PLEASE REVIEW YOUR PROCESSES AXD PROCEDURES TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE AND ADVISE IIAC OF '"
T/.XKN TO PREVENT RECURREKCES. li.'DICATS EFFECTIVITY DATE.
THE PERSON DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR QUALITY MUST SIGN THIS SCAR.
L. .M. OLSEN
.!!£ OIJCG£P*»C1E$KOTCO ASOVGi
A 73 COWCCWN ITSftt TMAT.M*.vtt RECEIVED GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTION A.T YOUR PLANT.
O '\;l CONCERN PA«T* THAT HAVE aSEN REVICnEO AUO SUSPCNOtO OY CJUALITY. '•* f ATE=«AL Q MATERIAL
eEiNj ncTuRHcD i-'at tn;i
C "£) RECU'RS TH«- YOU TAI'E I'.'MEOIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION TO PRCCLUOS PL'TURC NS*-CCriFORMir«G DELIVERIES.
o .ij REPV.Y is TO "t ruoMiTrri) NOT LATER THAN ; ,
Hi C11KS AH'.CIUVFT- COMPANY
_TI; ADDRESS:





C £1 SC£ OTHER COMMENTS OH ATTACHED PACE
1. SUPPLIER RCPLY Rt» r»v«r»« sid> (or l*»trac«lo«>)
- 1KC J» ABOVE
COARECTIVC
COVT RCCMCttMT ATIWS'S «ICM*TU«C O A T C
>ICM*TUaC T I T U t
.. TU BE COMPLETED BY .HUGHES QUALITY/PRODUCT ASSU8&MCE














^V ^B t > - / -v*^ ^••few~~tf
1 HUGHE!" ' 1 ^ • • • - ' . N O . ^ - 1 3 ^ .S: NONCONFORMING MATERIAL REPORT (NCMR) 11 .^::::
rtATC ll-O-'xS.
„. THEMATIC MAPPER PRD/PRG E330-EAA-21-00
 DArc
 l
 ne *H.pnnfiRAMin., ... PAKE OF . 7
• • • " i . I . . . . , , . . — — . . . i i ob —•
PAHl NO S/N ENG. CHANGES NOMENCLATURE C .
90-3568899 005 A 70351 SCAN MIRROR
iVOHK OHDEO DOC .MO. LOT. SIZE QTY.SUSP. SUSPENOEDIN HARDWARE I.O. NO. HEF. DOCUMENTS i
1 - -- i Itbi lAbi>i; /3 - J3 - ^Z ^(-litt L,v/ ou^JO
• '•PPLIEH DIV. OR LOCATION SUPPUtER CODE .' P.O. NO. ITEM NO. fl.fl. NO.








^/^ OESCRIRTION OF NONCONFORMANCE ofp'' QCCUn LE'VE'L Cooe
1 MIRROR SCATTER DOES MEET REQUIREMENTS OF, |l9] OF DWG AND 20 70351. ' V 0 PR F
SCATTER IS 1.8X; SHOULD BE <. 0.2%. J^J^'W/y
1 NICKEL PLATING ON BACK SIDE LIFTED ^»-(&) PLACES. " s$-J-^ ~--^  V 0 PR F
LIFTED PLATING:— ^ bx5\ &J '\
• . . • . . -<SL^ .
x^ '.*« t^^ X^") X^T







" 1 V_^- - ~ — / » V | • ' - F • . - . . , , , - - \J W»
DISPOSITION/INSTRUCTIONS . - "H 2 STAMP
.RKTIIUN .TO VENDOR FOR REWORK TO B/P REQUIREMENTS. ' • O^ 'i'1.^*.')
r- -x ,-.., ">' -• <• -i "^ SHIP TO: APPLIED OPTICS CENTER 30 r. 1 7, ->\
. i- 7...iu:-;. ,:•::! ' €3 ' .
t^jh-'i-i'.vM i/.i^.-'.r-f^j' ' . " g« !
r- - 7 . 1 - 1 • 355 !
v> .aiL. si - • . . ; —-
ENGINEERING DATE — QUALITY — 'DATE ' j CUSTOMER . *~ DAT* — •
ITEM
NO. CAUSE 0, NONCON.ORMANCE ««ULTS OF CORRECTIVE ACTION INVESTIGAT.ON CORRECTIVE ACT1ON « '. ^*^~
" " " " ' ' • : ' ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ 1
^— -""^" ^^^ *^ )
_-— -*" — ' ' ^~*^ '^ ' S
___^-"'~' ^^-^^T^-6?-<? Sc/4P "^6.3.99 / ^ !
SICNATTTfiE DATE ' CtCNXrURE (7\ • V f) . V|>flc l^[Jv_^ DATE '
ne2Pt.ri2iuiLiTY oto iTvfNoon OISP.COOE VENOOH PACKIMQ SHEET QTV.^.T.V. OTV. SCBAC oureRSsicw^Tung^' .^-j DATE . COPY
VtlgOf! MAC YiS NO t ^ , , •' * ^~ r S'^ S'^ rS' /• A/ ///" x
D G3 D -TT^7>C4/:^ %^C •"
.-•••.-. .--. _ . ^ . . , . . , . . . ' . • . - ' . • . ' • "
 x
.




cc: Data Bank (3)
SUBJECT: Sca t te r ing Teats foe
TM Mirrors









REP. TFR 9 P-1352
Due Co tha high scattering exhibited by Mirror S/N 5,
all mirrors must be measured at HAC for scattering and
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Roturnad to vendor - Sea NCMRTJibS?/ - ^ 5? u <f/^r JL SV=ej ^ .^ V
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lJ.OOCUMit«T lM*t«M€NTtNQ .,—,.— .. / -«AT
roHHecnviACTION NCMR 316897
1J873 SC JUU 78
L~..^ NONCONFO RMINGMATERIAL^^ORKNCMR) tl\ :<!Kii '
^ OATP ll'\ •%>&,
'*~ '"' " DonrpAMin THEMATIC MAPPER PRD/PRG B330-EAA-21-00
 pAfip 1 opV "^ j
1 MO S/N
90-3568899 005
<*ORO&* OOC MO. LOT SIZE QTV.SUSP
SNG.CMANGES NOMSNCLATURS J''\ ! ;
A 70351 SCAN MIRROR \ i
2USPSNOSOIN HARDWARE I.O. NO. ' REP. OOCUMCNT8 ^ '
TEST (ASSY) 75 - 35 - 22 QCHR CC 60258 \
IKM OIV. OR LOCATION SUPPLIER COOS f.O. NO. ITEM NO. B.H. NO. |








s°uTsV DESCniPTIOM OP NONCONFQHMANCi . SI*?. OCCUR LtVcL
 CQC
 ',
1 '. MIRROR SCATTER DOES MEET REQUIREMENTS OE fT^ OF DWG AND EO 70351. ' V iJ PR F
SCATTER IS 1.8%; SHOULD BE <. O A cr Xft*-^^ ** **"'" • iiiL • 'f• 2X_. »„. f »wiy
1 NICKEL PLATING ON BACK SIDE LIFTED *HOr t£) PLACES. dS-^Z^*^ V 0 PR F
LIFTED PLATING S-^==rf 9, C1) v . .'
.-
. . -• ' . -^^ -^  .. • ,,
_ • • ' i





RETURN TO VEHDOR FOR REWORK TO B/P
' •' * .'f 1- 1 ••» »• !•• '-v 'I
' • . , - i ! * . . * ' • . ' 'J ••. .« .Jo . .;. u .» 1. : o,.l
! ^ i/;;:, ' i - , ' , iM : •. '• '• ': ' :j ' -;^7i r ' v j 7 " !j . ky . j L> u
DISPOSITION/INSTRUCTIONS STAMP
REqUXBEMENTS. QO ' - - : \C





' • ' ' • " . . • =3«!
X E E B I N O OATU — | QUALITY — » OATS CUSTOMER —- OATi .—
1
I
CAUSE OP *ONCON,0«MANCa COsnecTivs ACTION * . _^**~
" ^^> — ' ^
_^ — •
rrrT-i OATO
• • k - u i T v 1 o tOlT V C N O O A OiSP.COOE VENDOR PACKINO 3HB
>-t 1 ViS NO t _\ L3 a
-*^ • ^^~ >i ^ \
^^^' ^r W
^^^ — p-^<? SC4P ^63.59/3 \
^NXrCtT^ ^V^V).<S^k_
ET QTV. B.T.W. QTV. SCRAP QoV£«S SJp»sT[)TUn|^ ' .^) . OATS COPt
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Performance Data ' "
The acceptance performance (teat) data for the Powei Supply
is contained in Appendix C (Vol. IV, Part C).
- - . : ' • " . " • • • - • • . ' . ' I
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PRINTED WIRING ASSY C
#0123
D124

































































































































































































































































































































INDUCTOR ASSY * r .•
<O TJ
XFMR MODULE ASSY gg
' • r- ns














































































































$0123 was cancelled and replaced by
0124
- _ _ Qiiiii
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Bend 6+ load current
Band 6 - lead current
SMA Htr •*• load current
SMA Htr - load current
SMA +29V load current
SMA -29V load current
SMA +7V load current












SMA Etr + otpt vltge
SMA Htr +• otpt rpple
SMA Htr - otpt vltga
SMA Htr - otpt rpple
CDVU output voltage
CDVU output ripple
Outgas - otpt vltge
Outgas - otpt rpple
Parasitic otpt vltge
*\«w a • •








































™ "^ ' _^_____
- oA _____ .
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10.4 Per fo mane o teat
REF. PARA. DESCRIPTION














f 4 S34-10 BV -f




0.402 o mA ' ___ __
0.402 « oA _ ___ __ _ ___
0.1 B Amps _ ___ _____
0.402 « mA __. «__
0.5 • oA ___ _«»_
0.5 - mA ' -
0.402 « tnA
5.10.5.2.1 Bus power supply volccge S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for RDT)
5.10.5.2.2 Bua input current S26-1, S27-2 *» *
(S27-4 for ROT)
1{J o A^o@
5.10.5.2.3 PIN (Section 5,10.5)
5.10.5.2.4 ?nj (Section 5.10.3)
5.10.5.2.5 Pra (avg)
j. 10.5.2.9 Input current at currer.t llule
Input voltage at current limit
MUX voltage at current limit
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RONMENTAL Q TEST >«OCiDLIRE
OEFECTIVt PARTS L- 'tST SET-UP
ontn sc JAN go
_ P. ft. PHILLIPS
PRELIMINARY THEMATIC MAPPER PMPCB
RECOMMENDATION






^ SIS ^ D329
SC 5-935
^*® ._,..._ _ ,,. FJTT .......
!^ SS^^ SS4 f^ii^ S!i^ ^Sa8SSSrai£Kia
CONFIRMING OUR RECENT TELEPHONE CONVERSATION, A TELEPHONE POLL OF THE
THEMATIC MAPPER PMPCB HAS BEEN MADE TO ARRIVE AT AN EARLY RECOMMENDATION
ON THE DISPOSITION.OF THEMATIC MAPPER 9Q83Q7-2 RELAYS. OUTLINED BELOW
ARE PRELIMINARY RECOMMEf4DATICNS.
1. CHANGE OUT F-l RELAYS FOR THOSE OF LOT DATE CODE 78<*6, WHICH
SUCCESSFULLY PASSED SCREENING TESTS AT TELEOYNE, AND ARE BEING
BE1DENTIPIED TO CDU00702.
2. RETAIN THE CURRENT PROTOFLIGHT SYSTEM RELAYS CALL OF LOT DATS CODE
78^ 6) IN THE SYSTEM WITHOUT CHANGEOUT.
THE REASON FOR THIS RECOMMENDATION IS AS FOLLOWS:
A. INTEGRITY OF RELAYS OF LOT DATE CODE 72*»6 WAS ESTABLISHED
BY A SCREEN OF 39 PIECES, WITHOUT A PICK-UP VOLTAGE HANG-UP.
B. LACK OF INVENTORY ON RELAYS LOT DATE CODE 7615 CONE OF WHICH WAS
THE FAILURE), AND LOT DATE CODE 7330, WHICH ARE IN F-l PRE- '
CLUDES EARLY VALIDATION OF INTEGRITY PROVING CONCLUSIVELY THAT
THE FAILURE IS RANDOM.
C. RATHER THAN SUFFER FURTHER SCHEDULE DELAYS TO F-l, CHANGEOUT TO
•







- OF POOR QUALITY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
4 £i*2£Mwp •« Mupwi A**** &»•*«>
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO? L. O 'Connal l CCi Son Dis t r ibu t ion List OATBi 6 Hoveabar 1981
WF! HS23&-7711
REAE 81/57
P&QMiPower S u p p l y A. Suacr
B l l . MAILWA.102
FKs 1 F3367, da ted Noveaber 2, 1981
, acceptance test vibration of the Flight Modal po«sr owpply,
cast of the power supply rovoalod chac cho power supply could not be
eoamandad to the OFF state. Ic was verified by oaaauriag coil currant
to th« ralay that eha coaaand to tho OF? relay (A24-EC3) was proper
(+28V pulse for 6ma). The power supply 'eavor «ao th«o removad and
tha oiniewitchor board iaetrusonead to InveotLsata the failure. Sub-
sequent testing found th&t the relay than functioned; cha audible
sound of ralay contact transfer could be hoard. (This sound was not
prasant during earlier testing.) The rolay (5080307-2, TeladyoQ pa?c
no. 412-6111, date coda 7&1S, serial no. 133) eaa rsaovad and eamt to
Teledyne for failure Analysis.
Thero ar<a a toeai of eight 908307-2 ralays in cha power supply: foe?
each la the primary and redundant supplies. Each of cha £our rolsya
within a given power supply parforras osa of tho following functions:
(a) turns cha supply OH (relay 1)
(b) turns the supply OF? (relay 2)
(c) applies 30V to Eha nultiplasar asd rataoves 30?
the parasitic taua load (ralay 3>
(d) applied 30V to tho paraolclc a«x load ot?4
30V f rota th@ tsultlpleser.
Figure 1 illustrates tha circuitry associated «rl:h tho cwo relays that
turn a given power supply (primary or redundant J to eha 0(1 or OF? statos
Tho 903307-2 relays are non-latching relays which aoaontsrily (6 as)
apply signal ground to tho input of 30 ®s single shots- The single
shoes, ia turn, apply voltsga to the first of two high-curroat (powar)
relays to. apply or remove bua voltaga to power supply circuitry.
Thera aro cwo power relays in series. The sacotad power relay has
associaeod with it a 10 ohn power resistor. Th.Sc resistor Halts
the inrush current. When the voleaga at tha 10- oho resistor reaches
•M8.5, the contacts of the cocond power relay close, thereby shorting
the resistor. the power supply is chsn fully operational. The second
power relay opens and closes as £ function of l&ne voltage (-M3.5V)
threshold), controlled by voltage sensing circuitry within the power
supply.
i
Once a power s u p p l y has b e e n cooaandod to the IS? s t a c e . the c o n t a c t s
of the f i r s t ^sowar tola? can only ba apetxed i? % K t « e
Tot L. O 'Conno l l
Froa: A. Hubar
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O :
(1) eho issuance of an OFT comaand (by the 908307-2 Off
coonand ralay)
(2) a line voltage in excess of +38.3V, thereby causing
ovorvoleaga ohutdown
(3} an overvoltaga associated with che internally gen«-
raeed + 30V r«fcrones voltage (+367 laieiaeaa the
shutdown)
It ia possible eo coomaad a power supply eo che ON state (requires
the presence of lino vole&ga) and then reaova the bus voltago. Thia
leaves the contact* of tha firsc powar relay ia the closed scaca.
The contacts of the second relay open whoa tha bus voleage drops
below *13.5V (thereby rainsereiag tha 10 ohm power reeiceor). {la-
application of bua voleaga will cause the contacea of the second
powor relay to close (similar to a cosaandod ON sequence), laieial
inruah current will be liaiead by the 10 ohta rsaistor.
Tha above daisonatrateo a sequanca ehac can ba initiated prior eo launch,
to guarantaa that at least one power supply will raceiv« powae after
launch. It reaovos the possibility chat naicher powo? supply can b<s
turned on due to the failure of both OH relays.
Figure 2 Illustrates the circuicry associated wieh ehe cwo relays
that control tha application and removal of 30V to ehs rauleiplosst;
and tha parasitic sux load. Each coasand ralay (909307-2) soaanea-
rily (6KS) appliaa signal ground to the input of a 30MS oinglo ohot.
tho oinglo shot, in turu, applies voltcga eo eha coil of a latching
power ralay.
Figure 3 illustrates the iacerconneceion of eho contacts of ehe raule-
iploxar relays of tha priaary and redundant povar, aupplias. For tha
configuration shown, the redundant power supply is eoaaoceed to eho
aultiplasor and che primary power supply io coanoctsd td ehe parasitic
load.
A failure aode can bo defined in which one power aupply (pria.ary)
cannot be commanded off, aad ice aultiplasar relay canaoe be coaraandod
to the aultipleser position (two relay failures osise).This roquiros
that tho redundant power aupply ba coaaanded ON- and that its aulei-
plexor.ralfiy be connanded OH. Tha configuration ia than as shown ia
Figure 3; ,
Electrically it ia possible to coamand both power supplies OK ac eha
same tiao, however, eh® eheraal characteristics of ehe powar supply
unit with both power supplies OH has not basn investigated. The
power supplies will than share all loads except the aultiplaxar load,
unless both multiplexor relays are switched to tho aultipleuor load.
If this is done the power supplies will share tha multiplexer load
as veil.
With both pcwar supplies OH, the effective overcurrent ehutdovn j-
thrahold is increased by che degree to which the power supplies
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the load power remains the sane, but there are additional
losses associated with the second supply. Tho teaporaturee within
the power tupply unit would ba expected to increase bocauao of eha
additional loads of the second supply.
The above concludes the report describing the poaar supply failure
involving the 908307-2 relay. Tho power supply is the only oaoaably







































TO: E.F. Carle cc: DATS: 10 December 1981
one: 44-29 ORIGINAL' PAGE SS REP. 7611.42/502
OF POOR Q'.'ALITY
SUBJECT: SEM Analysis of Teledyne FROM: P.R. Catizorse
Relay, HAC P/N 908307-2. ows. 76-11-42
S/N 7364
SLOO. 6 MAIUSTA. C136
toe, CC EXT. 7619
s jt INTRODUCTION
;|; This relay failed after vibration in the "Thsnatic Ksppsr flight unit. It| saw 28 +2 V in a 6mS pulsa but did not transfer. It passed gross and fin® leak(: tests. "It went through vibration tests as per CDU 00391 en^ passed all bat ttso
s . where it required 18.7 and 13.2 volts to actuate as cfe^iared ta the rainim*® of| , 14.7. The relay was delidded and inspected visually at Teledyn® where it was
'» determined that one of the guide pins was adjusted too high and not allowing[ enough play in the socket of the armature. A S£M analysis was done to look
/- for any wear and/or material transfer at points of moving contact.
I RESULTS .
' •• Upon visual Inspection of the delidded relay,one could see two salient points.
;• First of all the armature did not touch the core shank irt all places (sso Figure
i 1). In fact, the two were oaly in contact evar a small area. Also, ths right
's guidt pin (as viewed In Figure 1) was set higher than the Isft. Altheygh it m^y
!. be difficult to see this in tha picture, it was clearly visible tsith the part at
i hand under a microscope. This was in agreement alth the visual inspection donej '-"' at Teledyne. This point, together with sn apparent b®dn§ of the amatura and
i unevensss of the core shank, 1s tha eaus@ of the aissateh b@&&@s) the twa.
f A view of the armature sockets undar SEM revsaled escessi^ tsar along tha top
; of the right socket (see Figure 2). f4ote that thg socket in Figure 2 is
' upside down compared to the assembled relay in Figure 1. Th@ l@ft socket did not
i f. show nearly as much wsar on the top although looked virtually tha ssaa ea the
i. sides as the right socket. This is in good agre@nsnt with the high adjustment[: of the guida pin and lack of play In the right sids observed Usfors dismantlestant.
• The guide pins themselves showsd no irregular surface disturbances or material|, transfer, so apparently th© smaaring of plating in the sodsets is just a result
I. of the pins rubbing and bumping, not cold t&ldlng or similar type problem.
Tit
I A look at the pivot edge si da of the armature showed a -groove worn in| (Figure 3) with most of the wgar near the area that appeared in contact with the| core shank (see Figure 1). A close-up of this area is shswn in Figure 4. Althoughj- no nickel from the plating of the core shank was found transferred to the armature,
I material from the armature was found along the pivot edge of the core shank. The): $ armature itself consists of an Iron core with successive layers of copper, palla-
9 dium and a thin layer of gold plating. An examination of the core shank 1n the
I area that corresponds with the groove area shown in Figure 4 revealed much trans-






Picture, of .deli.dde.d relay
showing uneven matching
between amature and core
shank. The two are only
in contact whare tha arrow
indicates. Note also that




Right socket showing smaaring







View of armature actuator
showing groove worn in





Close up of area marked
by arrow above. This is
the area that appears In
contact with the core





Close up of pivot edge of
core shank in area that
appeared 1n contact with"
the armature (see Figure 1).
The bright splotches are gold





EDX of pivot edge above.
Note that gold, palladium
and even copper have been
transferred to the core
















Close up of spring from area
marked b> arrow above.








EDX of a light area in
Figure 6 showing presence
of gold. The base metal
of thfi spring is an Fe-
Cr-Ni alloy.
FIGURE NO. 10








View of the right movable
contact showing the area
that hits the lower
stationary contact. The




View of the lower stationary
contact that matches with
the movable contact above.
The arrows point to two
lines of surface disturbances,
MAGNIFICATION 100X
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I: 1 F3FX V 867, dacad November 2, 1981
Fo&Tovlas acceptaaca caae vibration of the Flight Model power supply,
cese of che paver supply revealed that cho power supply could aoc. be
commanded eo eha OF? acaee. Ic was verifiad by naasuriag coil curraoe
to eha relay chat eho coascnd eo cha OFF relay (A24-SS) was propa?
(+23V pulse for 6sa). Tha pove? supply covoe «as etxae raeaved aud
Che Biaiswiecher board iaatruaaacod co invoscigaee eho failuro. Sub-
sequene CQaelog found ehae eha ralay then fuaccioned; cha audible
souod of eelayxcontact cransfar could be heard. (This aouad was noe
proaane during oarliar casting.) Tho relay (900Q3Q7-2, teladyso pare
no. 412-6111, dace code 7613, serial ao. 183) was removed and seat eo
Toladyna for failure analysis.
Thoro are a eoeal of eight 908307-2 relays in the pov@r supply: four
each ia cha primary and redundant supplies. Each o£ che four relays
vtchin a given power supply performs oas of the folloving fuaccions:
(a) curns eho supply ON (relay 1)
(b) turns eha supply OF? (relay 2)
(c) applies 30V co the suleiplezer and removes 30V froa
eho parsoicie BUS load (ralay 3)
(d) applies 30V eo cha parasitic nux load ana ramovaa
30V fro® cha multiplexor.
Figure 1 illuscracQs ens circuitry aaaociacsd vieh the two relays that
turn a given power supply (priaary or redundant) to the ON or OF? statas,
The 908307-2 relays are non-latching relays which momentarily (6 as)
apply signal ground to the input of 30 as single shots. The single
shoes, ia cure, apply voleago co the firsc of evo high-current (power)
ralays co apply or remove bus volcago co povar supply circuitry.
There are cwo pouar relays in series. The second power ralay has
associated with ie a 10 oho power rasistor. This resistor lisics
cha inrush current. When cha voltage ac eha 10 oho resistor reaches
+18.3, eho contacts of eho second power relay close, ehsreby shorting
cha resistor. Tha power supply is chon fully oparstional. The second
power relay opens and closas as & funccion of line voltage (+13.5V)
threshold), controlled by volcage sensing circuitry wichin che power
supply.
Once a power supply has been commanded to che ON state, che concaccs
of che firsc power ralay can only be opened by three evencs:
I
. . • ' • * ' . To: L. O'ConnnU ORIGINAL PAGE IS HS 236-7 711
• • Fron: A. Hub«t OF POOR QUALITY Ptt**3
|F. slnco ehe load power ramains eha same, but chore ara addteional
losses ftasociacad wieh tho sacond supply. The cemparaeurao wichin
tho power supply unit would bu e.xpsccod eo increase bscausa of cha
•ddicion&l loads of Cha sacond supply.
Tho above concludes ch? reporc describing Cha power supply failure
_ involvins Che 908307-2 relay. The power supply is the only assoably
thac uses 908307-2 relays.
ANDREW E. HU3ER
I ... . - . ' • ' ' ' • ••' ' • • •
AEHranc
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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proper worioasnsfaip aathoda eo uaa to obtain proper gire dressing ooLfuCute vmits.
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2.4.1 Mainframe /top Mechanical Assembly
2.4.1.1








I " " :;: "
2.4.2.1
Configuration Lists
The "as built" configuration list for the Mainfrass
and top Bschanical assembly is included in the listing
for tUo overall system. .
r.
Listing of Liens
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SILICON FOCAL PLANE ASSY
AFT OPTIOS SUPPORT
SCAN LINE CORRECTOR ASSY
TORQUE MOTOR, SLC
MIRROR NO. 2, SLC
MIRROR NO, 1, SLC
FRAME ASSY-SLC
TEMPERATURE SENSOR ASSY-SLC







































































































N-KEPRESENTS A NON-MANDATORY CHANGE
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• P/N
CURRENT
PART 110. NOMENCLATURE REVISION



















SH *****W-141 waives missing





51898 "°5 CAL/RESTORE FLAG ASSY C
t» i£i '
53517 5W CAL/RESTORE MOTOR ASSY B 4- 3306A
35S 3979A
52083 POSITION INDICATOR PICKOFF C
ASSY-CAL/RESTORE SHUTTER






























































CABLE HARNESS, SLC, CAL LAMP,
CENTER BAFFLE HEATER
CABLE HARNESS, FOCAL PLANE LED/
TELESCOPE BASEPLATE
THERMISTOR BLOCK ASSY
C 4- 3614A C 4- 3614A C 4- 3614A 201
B 4- 3694A B 4- 3694A B + 3694A 201
D 4- 3794A D 4- 3794A D 4- W-139 201
W-139 W-139
*****W-139 waii'es conformal coat change
as required per EO 3794A
CA2LE ASSY MAIN & REDUNDANT
SHUTTER
THERMISTOR BLOCK ASSY
B 4- 8787 B
3695A
8787 B 4- 8787
3695A 3695A
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IXKBT 1 0^ SHEETS
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CHAfSCB CLASS IIA II® RE3P EFSGKQ ACT.
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22-41 fl&k
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1*. DESCRIPTION
or FAMURS MATVffAL J+AS G
fZ. i i. i V
I PAflAI oiuoiMAToiiBALIMSkl !
nja»nNUATto»
SM&TTZP AJffT ^XH-tSJT TO
SC.J? £"fA/ — Mfl
MOTS/* k/AS JJU ASSUMED TO fig" /?g"5'tlLTL
10«#Aft!5di^ £M^«AUS
fifi f^^ jM-narotasgi
2a S5 fouavnea RSWORK/I
a ffETT/?IW /A/£7!T}'& TO L£llv£??
H. AurxOBaA£!» yoR* i asiB
77?
S. UST AU PARTS
PART NUMBER
27. REWOflK BY
arr J Y M I «HT LOT iwjwsw_ OATS cooe
. aETESTEOOY
ANAJ.Y313 WJMSEH
§ CONTIKU> IOHSHEET US3J
CAUSE AND
coRREcrrve ACTION DRIFT E>u/?iA/ii FIAST Per*/ H-OLrtS
-g»7P/P AJATU^AL.
Y
011.73 SC JAN 80
ijr • ' f fl . «
jSHliCj ASSEMBLY *
rial «IMBB iuam oa 101 tamws lauaitt na
52249 j 003 _[ 52249
ASUMilTKAW
PURPOSE Of SUPREMENI - INCCSPOSAJES H£W ASSY Dtt/G
REVISION D 08 EOsQ REWORK & DIKES D. SXPUIM:
Adjust period per dug. notes 6 & 7
and Spec. 16781
R e f : Ffl $361




Q& vaau tsa rnruu* IT ,
22-35 F. Saucier .
WrgjLl^ ^
nct$Kf«%[ wtsota essiut:&rT&
S. -. ^ ? -^/' i* jc n
ova
^ ."*EIW a»a« /jj?£)fl
 w
"V T* LI 1s
sifin i of
yppunaan NO. 5 10
WOAllO £>30-80
UPPIE£MHI RttEASE
?OH aiuiPi. iMifB sufniMiMi
a. A»9 acctiPi DAIJ QM ?ea?.i
&n OF AK3. IK HIM IHI QflBV.
NOTES: 16781 Rev. A EO §293, 8312, 8666. 3647A
76440 Rev. C EO 2371A, 2968A, 3136A, 3233A, 3658A
OPia j s/C
NO. I NO. J&STRUCTIGNS
-NOTE- ALL OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PERFORMED IN
A CONTROLLED CLEAN AREA SUCH AS A LAMINAR FLOW
BENCH, E X C E P T WHEN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DUE
TO THE NATURE OF THE OPERATION ARE DIFFICULT
TO CONTROL : THESE HAY INCLUDE T R A N S P O R T A T I O N -
PLATING, SOLDERING, POTTING, MEASUREMENT.
PAINTING AND MACHINING. q .A. SURVEILLANCE IS
REQUIRED FOR ALL OPERATIONS NOTED, CLEAN LINT
FREE GLOVES FREE FROM ALL CONTAHIHANTS HUST BE
WORN AT ALL TIMES. EXCEPT WHEN NOTED O T H E R W I S E .
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION HAY HOT BE ALTERED EXCEPT
AT THE DISCRETION OF THE REA.
•
PfBfOaM£0 BY
OPED IHSP DATE REMARKS
2
OW5C JAN 81
(V/iiiC j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD' CONTINUATION S\ 1 . 9 t oSHEET 2\$
PART NUMBER SERIAL OH 101 NUMBER ASSEMBLY HAM£
C79/ IQ nm Redundant /Restore ShutterD
"
I|S
























CONNECT SHUTTER MOTOR TO TEST BOX PER SPEC. 16781.
PARA 3.9 USE WEAR S A V E R 76440-2 AT SHUTTER MOTOR
CONNECTOR INTERFACE.
•
CHECK PERIOD OF O S C I L L A T I O N AND RECORD.
/^<W^ ft'''*J " /*"3.g **
























• jCuItCj ASSEMBLY HISTORY REGoitT CONTINUATION Sf\m . 1 SHEET 3 IP
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
Redundant/Restore Shutter


















- i- ' IKKTBIimnMC
, :Li.iV-»-- INSTRUCTIONS
CHECK PERIOD OF O S C I L L A T I O N AND RECORD. COMPARE
WITH RESULT OBTAINED IN OPER. 300
; -'-L~,,,-' /fl,~^'/?w-/v/.^«:f
TORQUE MOUNTING S C R E W S TO 11 IN-LB + 10X.
. ' . . - . ' . . . . ^'l ' . , • •
:PERFORM"-IHERTIA TRIM PER DRAWING NOTES 6 & 7 AND
SPEC 16781 REV. J PARA 3.9, 3.10 AND 3.11
; . • .. . . • .. •••; •
QA V E R I F Y PERIOD
r • - ' • • • • • ' .
. ,
ROUTE TO ELECTRONICS AND RUN SHUTTER UNTIL PERIOD
IS CONSTANT OVER 12 HOURS (RUN-IN NEED NOT BE CON-
TINUOUS). /?«*»*<, ~jf fdr^f/ gf&re. *//3c>7
• ftier^ n<><SJ SMr"*M&n-
COWTINUATIOH Of:
AHR DATED





































jjniHCj ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECOlffJ CONTINUATION SIIEET s«£n4 *>*
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
c ' j?4Q
 nn-» Redundant/Restore Shutter












IF PERIOD CHANGES. ADJUST AS REQUIRED. REPEAT OPER
600 THRU 800. IF PERIOD REMAINS STABLE, CONTINUE
TO NEXT OPER.
NOTE: Spacers to be -bonded per dwg. note 7 at
next assy . 51512. :
' • . •
C L E A R FA ILURE REPORT/FR8361)
' ". ^~- — ' •: .. • ' ;;"
.
ROUTE TO N E X T HIGHER A S S E M B L Y .
CONTINUATION Of:
AHR DATED
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